**ACROSS**

1. Uninspired
5. Insufferable twit
9. Actress Hedren
14. Pass judgement
15. Infielder Infante
16. Smartphone missive
17. Spin in the rink
18. Prefix meaning "billion"
19. Dish in a lab
20. It has a large cushion
23. ___ Furterer (shampoo company)
24. Oscar nomination announcement day: Abbr.
25. Mason’s item
26. Screaming loud
27. It can get you into a different mindframe
28. "Cunning linguist," e.g.
35. Open up, as a tomb
37. Cross sign
41. Extremely delicate
44. Join with heat
45. Story manipulator
46. Swampy area
47. Mani-pedi location
49. "The King of Clay"
51. "And that’s how it’s done!", for short
54. Adopt a Shelter Dog mo.
56. ___ Jon (women’s fashion line)
59. It’s a relief
64. Dada artist Max
65. Xbox One competitor
66. Partially
68. "We Can Do It!" iconic character
69. Glamour rival
70. Landfill feature
71. Boot bottom
72. Hit the books

**DOWN**

1. It may be strapless
2. Vegas hotel with an Egyptian theme
3. "All Day Strong. All Day Long" anti-inflammatory
4. Capital also known as the "Queen City of the Rockies"
5. Runs through the park
6. Discharge
7. ___ alla bolognese
8. Oscar Mayer maker
9. Conical homes
10. Used Google Hangouts, perhaps
11. Nicotine gum alternative
12. Frat for arsonists?
13. 24-book epic poem
21. Second showing
22. Nuclear reactor component
27. Free samples stipulation
28. "Like ___ Song" (John Denver)
29. Pine dropping
31. Glutton
32. Pussy foot
33. Wear and tear
34. Bills group
36. Shaving lotion product
38. Bouncing letters
39. MLB score lines
40. Actor Ziering
42. Face cards?: Abbr.
43. Bloviate from a podium
48. Like houseplants
50. Rent check recipient

73. Make room for redevelopment
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